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1. Introduction. In [l]3 the author used two theorems which are

presented for their fairly general interest in probability theory. Both

are closely related to the theory of martingales, in fact the second is a

straightforward generalization of the semi-martingale convergence

theorem due to Doob [2]. For a detailed discussion of martingales

see [2].

2. A convergence theorem. In this section we use a lemma due to

Loeve [3]. We state it here as

Lemma 1. Let {Vn} be a sequence of random variables such that

£;=i E{K} <«• Then Z?-i [V,-E{V,\ Vu • • • , K„|] con-
verges a.s. (almost surely).

Let {Xn\ be a sequence of random variables and define the se-

quence { Yn] by F"i = Xi, Yn = Xn — Xn-i for «>1. Denote the vari-

ance of Yn by a\. Then we have

Lemma 2. If X»"-i "»< », then Xn- E?-i E{Xj-Xj^\xu • • • ,
Xj-i\ converges a.s.

Proof. Let V,= Ys-E{ Y,\ Yu • • • , Y^}. Then E{ V2,) ̂ <r2 and
Lemma 1 applies. But E[ Vj\ Vi, • • ■ , Vj-i} =0 a.s., since the cr-field

determined by Vi, • • ■ , Fy_i coincides with the a-field determined

by Xi, • • • , Xj-i. Hence E"-i Vi converges a.s. and this is clearly

equivalent with the conclusion of the lemma.

Theorem 1. Let {Xn} be a sequence of random variables such that

(2.1) Y,cl<«>.
n—1

(2.2) For every e>0 there exists a nonnegative integer valued

random variable N(e) such that n ^ N(e) and \ Xn \ ^ e implies

XnE{Yn+1\Yu ■ ■ ■ , Yn}^0a.s.

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Xn converge a.s. is
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that E{ Y„\ Yi, • • • , 7B_i} converge a.s. to 0.

Proof. We have 7n = (XB- E*-i E{ Yi\ Yu ■ • • , 7y_i})-(*B_i

- E?-"!1 £{ 7,| 71( • • • , 7,-_1})+E{ F.| 7X, • • • , 7„_1|. Hence by
applying (2.1) and Lemma 2 we have £{ 7„| 7i, • • • , 7„_i} con-

verges to 0 a.s. if and only if 7„ does. This shows necessity. Now sup-

pose (2.1) and (2.2) hold and E{ Y„\ Yu • • • , 7B_,} converges to 0

a.s. Then so does 7„. Next we show

P{lim Xn = + «= } = P{lim Xn = - °o } =0.
n->» n—*w

For suppose {X„} is a sample sequence for which the conclusion of

Lemma 2 and (2.2) holds. Now if lim,,^ Xn=<», then for

sufficiently large n, E{ 7b+i| Y\, • • • , 7„} ^0. But then we would

have limB<00 [X„— E"-i F,{ 7y| 71( • • • , 7y_i} ] = °° which is impos-

sible by Lemma 2. Similarly if lim,,..,*, Xn= — w. Now suppose

P{limB^,0O XB exists finite} <1. Then there exists a set of positive

probability such that for every sample sequence {Xn} in the set we

have:

(i)  (2.2) holds.

(ii) Xn— E"=i£{ Yj\ 7i, • • • , Yj-i) converges to a finite number.

(iii) lim infB^„o XB<lim sup„_M Xn.

(iv)   7B converges to 0.

Let  {Xn}  be such a sequence and assume lim sup,,..,, Xn>0.  (A

similar argument applies when lim supB_oo Xn^0.) Choose numbers

a and ft with

0 < a,        lim inf Xn < a < b < lim sup Xn.

Now choose N so large that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) N>Nia/2) where N(a/2) satisfies (2.2);

(ii)   | 7B| <a/2 for N<n;

(iii)   \Xm-Xn- Er-n+i E{Yt\ Yu ■ ■ ■ , 7y_x}| <b-a for N^n
<m;

and choose m and ra with N^n<m such that:

(i) Zn<a, Xm>b;

(ii) a^Xj-^b for n<j<m.

Now Zm-XB>ft-a and Xn>a/2. But then E~-»+i £{ F| 7x, • • • ,
7y_i} =£0  which is  clearly  a  contradiction  and   thus proves the

theorem.

3. Extension of a martingale theorem. In [2] Doob has proved the

following theorem. If {Xn} is a sequence of random variables with:

(i)   SUPb£{|Xb|)<co;

(ii) E{Xn+i-Xr\xlt • ■ -Xn} =0 a.s.,
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then Xn converges a.s. The following generalization is an immediate

consequence of the theorem quoted.

Theorem 2. Let {Xn} be a sequence of random variables satisfying

(3.1) sup£{|X„| } < oo,
n

(3.2) T E{[E{Xn+l - Xn\ Xlt ■■■ ,Xn}}+] < «o.
n=\

Then Xn converges a.s.

As usual we define X+ by X+ — [X+ \ X\ ]/2. One interesting aspect

of Theorem 2 is that (3.2) is in a sense the best condition of its kind.

To see this let [qn\, « = 1, 2, ■ • • , be a sequence of numbers with

0^g„^l. We construct a nonstationary Markov chain {Xn} by

letting Xo assume the values +1 with probability 1/2 respectively

and letting Xn assume the values ±1 with the transition prob-

abilities

P{Xn = 11 Zn_x =1\ =pn, P{Xn = - 11 XB_! - 1} = qn,

P{Xn = 11 Z„_! = - 1} = qn,       P{Xn = - 11 Xn_! - - 1} - p„

where pn = l—qn. Now define the sequence of events {An} by An

= {(AV-i = 1, Xn = -1) or (X„_i = — 1, Xn = 1)}. Now it is clear that

Xn converges a.s. if and only if P{An occurs infinitely often } =0. By

direct computation it is easily verified that the An are independent

events and that P{-4„} =<?„. Hence it follows from the Borel-Cantelli

lemma that Xn converges a.s. if and only if En-i qn<<x>- Further-

more, it is easily seen that E{\E{Xrl+i — Xn\X1, ■ ■ ■ , Xn)\+\

= qn+i. Hence we find that for the family of Markov chains thus de-

fined (3.2) is both necessary and sufficient, so that no weakening of

(3.2) involving the summands is possible.
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